A bacterial cell maintains its DNA in a central space called the nucleoid. In living cells, this domain can be visualized either by phase contrast in the presence of gelatin (25) or by fluorescence microscopy with a fluorochrome (13) . Fixing the cells with osmium tetroxide results in nucleoids that are more compact (5, 39) but that still retain characteristic shapes which seem to reflect the replication and segregation states of the chromosome (see also references 7, 16, and 32). These distinct nucleoid shapes indicate that the DNA is not dispersed randomly throughout the cytoplasm but that most of it is confined to a region separated from the cytoplasmic phase by some unknown chemical property (38) . This phenomenon does not preclude the presence throughout the cytoplasm of short loops of DNA that extend towards the plasma membrane and are actively involved in transcription and translation (14, 33) . That such connections are indeed effective in shaping the nucleoid is suggested by the old observation that treatment of cells with chloramphenicol causes the nucleoid to round off (21) .
Several models for the various mechanisms and forces involved in the movement and positioning of the chromosomes within the cell have been advanced. The classical replicon hypothesis (20) considered envelope growth between postulated sites of chromosomal attachment to the plasma membrane. However, the rigid peptidoglycan layer has been shown to be synthesized in a dispersed mode (44) rather than in a central zone, as would be necessary for the outward growth of any DNA attachment points. Two alternative models for the motive force in DNA partitioning have recently been put forward, one of them based on the formation of ribosome assembly compartments produced by the major clusters of ribosomal genes that flank the oriC region at 72 and 88 min (47) and the other based on the existence of force-generating proteins (18, 19) .
Whatever the mechanism for DNA movement, it must result in the separation of the replicated chromosomes along the major axis of the cell and in the formation of a division plane perpendicular to that axis. It is not known whether DNA movement is driven by the replication process itself (6) , by growth of the cytoplasm (47) , or by a separate mechanism involving cytoskeleton-like components (18, 19) , nor is it known whether the direction of the movement remains constant during the cell cycle, whether its orientation is influenced by the shape of the cell, or, conversely, whether DNA movement plays a role in the pattern of envelope growth and the determination of diameter and shape.
In most strains, slowly growing cells have small diameters (34, 42, 48, 49, 51) and contain only two segregating chromosomes. Nucleoids in short, newborn cells look like simple rods, but in longer cells nearing termination, they occasionally assume a dumbbell shape. Under conditions of rapid growth, however, when replication is multiforked (7, 31, 34) and the cells are wider (34, 42, 48, 49, 51, 53) , four origins segregate simultaneously and nucleoids show more complex shapes that take up more space along the minor axis of the cell. The mechanism responsible for this increase in diameter has remained a mystery because under all steady-state growth conditions, such cells augment their volume essentially by elongation (24, 37) .
It has previously been proposed that cell diameter could be actively determined by the amount of DNA packed in an individual chromosome (46) . This idea was based on the observation that the rate of peptidoglycan synthesis was lower in the region surrounding the nucleoid than elsewhere (28 replication (a thy mutant under limiting thymine concentrations), elongated nucleoids were frequently observed to lie at acute angles to the major axis of cells with increased diameters (53) . This phenomenon can also be seen in the time-lapse micrographs of Mason and Powelson (25) and of Gumpert (16) . Such observations raise the questions of whether the motive force in DNA movement could involve the replication process itself and whether it could play an active role in determining cell diameter. In the present article, we examine the nature of this motive force and its possible influence on cell diameter and on the orientation of the division plane.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains. The following Escherichia coli K-12 strains were used: MC4100 [F-araD139 A(argF-lac)U169 deoCi flbB5301 lysA ptsF25 rbsR rel4l rpsLlS0] (strain LMC500 [36] ), its isogenic derivative dnaX(Ts) (strain LMC 1012 [27] ), and CR34 (thr-1 leuB6 thyA) (52) . In addition, several E. coli B/r strains were used: H266 (37), K thy (laboratory strain LMC 218), and A (ATCC 12407 [9] amino acids were provided at 50 pig/ml each, and thiamine was provided at 1 pug/ml. Thymine was supplied to thy strains at the concentrations indicated below, augmented by 100 pug of deoxyguanosine per ml in the case of CR34 in order to obtain high replication rates (52) . Cells were cultured for at least 10 doubling times with periodic dilutions to obtain steady-state growth. The A450 was measured with a Gilford (Oberlin, Ohio) microsample spectrophotometer, and cell concentrations were measured with an electronic particle counter (orifice diameter, 30 pum).
Nutritional shift-down and thymine step-up. In order to obtain short, wide, rod-shaped cells, a steady-state culture of strain CR34 in glucose (0.1%) minimal medium with 0.5 ,ug of thymine per ml was simultaneously shifted down and stepped up (51) by the addition of 1% a-methyl glucoside (50) and 20 ,ug of thymine per ml (51, 53) . Rapidly growing cells with long replication times (31) were thus transferred instantaneously to conditions of slower growth and shorter replication times.
Fluorescence microscopy. For cell immobilization, a 50-,u drop of 2% agarose mixed with growth medium at 46°C was spread under a coverslip coated with silicon grease. After gelation, the coverslip was removed and 3 ,ul of a concentrated cell suspension was spread over the smooth surface under a second coverslip and sealed with 2% agarose. The preparation was illuminated at 330 to 380 nm in an Olympus BH-2 microscope and photographed with 100ASA Tmax Kodak film, with an SPlan 100PL 1.25 oil immersion lens, a 3.3X photoocular, and an emission filter of 420 nm. Where indicated, photographs were taken with a cooled charge-coupled device camera (Astromed model TE3W, Cambridge, United Kingdom) and a 6.7X photo-ocular. The images were processed by the image analysis program SCILIMAGE (40) . Magnifications were determined by means of a micrometer slide.
Preparation and staining of cells. Cells were fixed by adding OS04 (final concentration, 0.1%) directly to the growth medium. The fluorochrome DAPI (4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride hydrate) (Sigma) was then added to a final concentration of 0.2 to 0.4 ,ug/ml, and the cells were concentrated by centrifugation (Eppendorf, 10 s at 10,000 X g) and prepared without further washing or drying. This method of DAPI staining readily visualizes nucleoids in the fluorescence microscope (2, 19, 35, 36, 54) while avoiding the extensive volume shrinkage (30%) associated with dehydration during preparation for electron microscopy (42, 47) . Observation of hydrated cells in the fluorescence microscope is capable of providing an overall impression of the three-dimensional nucleoid organization in a large number of cells. (Real threedimensional nucleoid images can be obtained by confocal scanning light microscopy [13, 39] , but the sample sizes are still too small to permit reliable inferences to be drawn.)
Electron microscopy. Cells were prepared for electron microscopy as previously described (42) .
RESULTS
Nucleoid shape and division plane during balanced growth. It is characteristic of the fluorescent images of nucleoids in slowly growing cells that they seem to expand lengthwise, in pace with the elongating cell (41) . By contrast, nucleoids in rapidly growing cells show recurrent appearances of two-to four-lobed structures that often lie in planes perpendicular or oblique to the major axis of the cell. In longer cells and in constricting cells, these structures appear to be oriented symmetrically around the major axis. Furthermore, the nucleoids in many dividing cells attain configurations of lobules that are comparable on either side of the division plane. A sequence selected from a fast-growing population of 230 DAPI-stained MC4100 cells (Fig. 1) illustrates these phenomena only partially, because the appearance of the nucleoids changes with the plane of focus. We believe that the apparent variation in the nucleoid shape and in the brightness of some of its lobules results from viewing the same three-or four-lobed structures from different angles. The micrographs suggest that the mechanism of nucleoid movement can also act in oblique directions once more space is available along the minor axis of the cell. We propose that the motive force shaping the lobular nucleoids depends either on the increased rate of cytoplasmic growth or on the more complicated mode of replication by multiple forks and that symmetrically positioned nucleoids induce a perpendicular division plane. Nature of the motive force. To test whether nucleoid movement depends on replication, two experiments in which DNA synthesis but not cell growth was inhibited were performed. Under these conditions, the cells were also subjected to a nutritional shift-up, to determine whether cell diameter would increase as it does during the usual shift-up experiment with replicating cells (34, 43) .
In the first experiment (Fig. 2) , an E. coli dnaX(Ts) culture was transferred to the nonpermissive temperature (420C), which, as has been shown previously, completely inhibits DNA synthesis within 20 min and causes filamentation due to the SOS response (27) . After 30 min, an aliquot was shifted up to a rich medium ( Fig. 2A ; Table 1 ). In the relatively slowly growing cells (Fig. 2B) , the nucleoids looked like simple ellipsoids. When replication was inhibited (Fig. 2C) , however, the nucleoids no longer retained this confined organization but separated into small domains. The cells responded to the nutritional shift-up by increasing their diameter, particularly at the site of the nucleoids (from about 1.0 to 1.3 pum; Table 1 ), resulting in short filaments with a tapered appearance (Fig.  2D) . Thus, the separate domains of the existing nucleoid move within the growing cell in the absence of DNA replication while the nucleoids continue to exert an effect on envelope synthesis, causing a local increase in diameter (30%; Table 1 ).
In this experiment, the cells were still in the process of DNA replication and partitioning at the time of the temperature shift. A second experiment was therefore carried out with E. coli B/r K thy cells containing nonreplicating chromosomes obtained by treatment with 300 ptg of chloramphenicol per ml, which allows DNA synthesis to continue while preventing initiation of new rounds of replication (10) . After 1 h of incubation, the inhibitor was removed by filtration and the cells were suspended in the same medium but without the required thymine, thus allowing protein synthesis to resume (Fig. 3A , line c) while inhibiting DNA synthesis and initiation of new rounds of chromosome replication.
The chloramphenicol treatment resulted in a homogeneous population of cells with either one or two ellipsoidal nucleoids (Fig. 3B ) and relatively small diameters (Table 1) . Upon resumption of growth in the absence of DNA synthesis (Fig.   3C ), the nucleoids remained compact for about 1 h (33% mass increase) but then spread out into small regions along the periphery of the central part of the cell, as seen after 180 min (250% mass increase). When the cells were permitted to resume growth at a higher rate (shift-up), the nonreplicating nucleoids spread even further, over large distances, almost obliterating the fluorescence of the DAPI-stained nucleoids (Fig. 3D) . Here, too, the mean cell diameter at the site of the nucleoids increased more (from 0.8 to 1.3 pm; Fig. 2 and 3 (compare panels C with panels D) suggests that the nonreplicating nucleoids could not keep pace with the elongating cells. Consequently, DNA-less cell poles that were pinched off as DNA-less cells developed (already visible in Fig. 3D ) upon entry into the stationary phase and recovery from the SOS response (27) . Similar pictures (not shown) were obtained during growth of a dnaA mutant at nonpermissive temperatures (27) . Such fragmented nucleoids have in the past (26) been observed to contract back to confined shapes when the short filaments were treated with rifampin (120 Vug/ml for 15 min). Fragmentation thus appears to reflect not DNA breakdown but rather the movement and spreading of the intact nonreplicating nucleoid, quite likely by the protein synthesizing system.
Nucleoid shape and division plane during non-steady-state, balanced growth. Although the amount of DNA may have no direct influence on cell diameter, as suggested above and previously (46) , the observations nevertheless imply that its presence can affect the cell diameter and, therefore, perhaps also the positioning of the division plane. To As a further test of the possible influence of nucleoid shape and movement on the plane of division, the frequency of cell division was increased by subjecting E. coli CR34 thy cells growing in glucose medium at a low thymine concentration (0.5 pug/ml) to a simultaneous nutritional shift-down and thymine step-up (see Materials and Methods). During the transition period, the increased rate of chromosome replication resulted in more frequent initiations of cell constriction despite the lower rate of increase in volume. A large proportion (40%) of the constricting cells again displayed aberrant shapes caused by asymmetric and oblique constrictions (Fig.  4D) , and 10% of the constricting cells showed branching.
DISCUSSION
The questions whether the motive force in nucleoid movement could be affected by DNA replication and whether it could play an active role in determining cell diameter (and thus shape) were examined in experiments in which DNA and protein synthesis were inhibited and stimulated, respectively. The results (Fig. 2 and 3 ) clearly indicate that nucleoid movement is not influenced by the DNA replication process itself.
Our observations (Fig. 2 and 3 and Table 1 ) demonstrate further that, following a nutritional shift-up, cells increase their diameter even in the absence of DNA synthesis. This increase, however, seems out of balance, occurring mostly in the regions surrounding the nucleoids. Such results suggest that even a nonreplicating nucleoid has some influence on the pattern of envelope growth. This is consistent with the so-called nucleoid occlusion model (27, 45, 46) , which was based on autoradiography demonstrating that the rate of peptidoglycan synthesis is suppressed in the vicinity of the nucleoid (28) . From those observations, it was inferred that envelope growth slows down in the region of the nucleoid because of its activity in the transcription and translation processes. If that activity were related primarily to the expression of rRNA genes and the process of ribosome assembly, then induction of multifork replication at a constant growth rate would also affect envelope growth. And indeed it does: when a thymine-requiring strain was grown at a low thymine concentration (Fig. 4B) , a condition characterized by complex replicating nucleoids but an unchanged mass doubling time (31) , the diameter of the cells was found to increase by over 30% despite the attendant drop in overall DNA synthesis.
The nucleoid occlusion model (45, 46) predicts that inhibition of peptidoglycan synthesis can be relieved only in DNAfree zones, either between partitioned chromosomes or at the cell poles. Similarly, the surface stress model (22) predicts that it is the local activation of surface synthesis which results in a decrease in cell diameter (invagination) and that the cell would bulge where surface growth is slowed. During the normal cell cycle, in which the replicating DNA is partitioned regularly, any differential synthesis along the cell surface caused by the nucleoid occlusion effect is smoothed out. There can be no smoothing in the SOS filaments of Fig. 2 and 3 , however, so it may be the nucleoid effect that causes the cells to taper. The tapered cells observed previously during the length overshoot following nutritional shift-up (43) could be explained in a similar way.
Three possible mechanisms for nucleoid movement, not mutually exclusive, have appeared in the literature. The first, proposed by Cavalier-Smith (6), assumes that the two sister origins are actively transported by the action of DNA helicases and by the supercoiling tension exerted by DNA gyrase. That supercoiling could constitute a force capable of moving DNA is confirmed by the observation that the addition of high salt concentrations (200 to 300 mM NaCl) to the growth medium increases plasmid DNA supercoiling (17) and confines the nucleoid (unpublished observations). A role for the supercoiling domains in the vicinity of the origins is also envisioned in the recent models for nucleoid formation advanced by L0bner-Oleson and Kuempel (23) and by Gumpert (16) .
The second model conceives of the DNA as moving over cytoplasmic fibers, with the help of force-generating enzymes like the recently described protein MukB, in a mitosis-type process (18, 19) . The observation that cell division gene products such as FtsA (15) The third mechanism (47) envisages two microcompartments forming near oriC around the duplicated ribosomal genes from each daughter strand. Here, the first loops of replicated DNA are assumed to move apart by expansion of the two ribosomal assembly centers, which could be regarded as nucleolar-like compartments. An axis for partitioning can then be thought of as developing between the ribosomal microcompartments themselves. Such movement will continue independently of DNA replication, in accord with the present results ( Fig. 2 and 3 ).
Our observations of continued nucleoid movement in the absence of DNA replication ( Fig. 2 and 3 ) conform to the cytological findings (40a, 41) that nucleoids move gradually and continuously through the cell. Others have proposed that after termination, nucleoids move apart rapidly to assume their new positions in the prospective daughter cells (2, 16, 18, 19, 54) , just as in eukaryotic mitosis, by a mechanism in which oriC (11, 29) or ter takes the lead in segregation. One should, however, bear in mind the well-documented fact (12, 41) that structural separation of daughter nucleoids immediately follows the termination of chromosome replication, which implies that partitioning must have occurred concomitantly with replication.
Many mutants with defects in peptidoglycan synthesis (pbpA) or in the division machinery (ftsZ, pbpB) display aberrant positioning of constrictions or pole formation and oblique division planes. The observations of Bi and Lutkenhaus (4) have shown that the latter may develop from disturbances in the assembly of the mutated FtsZ protein into a ring-like structure. Here, we report that thy mutants with no apparent defects in surface growth or in division can be induced to exhibit similar aberrations simply by being grown under balanced but non-steady-state conditions. We propose that such conditions could first cause abnormal movement of the nucleoids (due to induction of multifork replication) and then induce formation of a deviant FtsZ ring and division plane.
The phenomenon of branching (Fig. 4) has been seen before (52) but was not understood at the time. To the best of our knowledge, such a phenomenon has never been found in slowly growing cells with small diameters, nor have mutants displaying that phenotype been described, which suggests that it is induced by rapid, unbalanced growth (Fig. 4) . This also applies to the observations of Akerlund et al. (1) , although in their experience the branching was restricted to growth in Casamino Acids medium supplemented with acetate and was absent in broth cultures.
A relationship between cell shape, direction of nucleoid movement, and position of the division plane has also been reported for plant cells. In those cells, the spindle axis in a small proportion of the cells, those that have not attained sufficient height in the longitudinal direction of the cell column, is forced to rotate in order to ensure the proper separation of the chromatids; this diagonal spindle orientation is thought to necessitate the formation of an oblique division plane (30) .
Further characterization of the nature of bacterial partitioning and the causal relationship between nucleoid movement and cell shape must await a genetic identification of centromere-like DNA sequences and a characterization of the forces acting on the chromosomal DNA.
